Sub: Tenth National Seminar on Industrial Statistics – regarding

1. Beginning with 2010, Industrial Statistics Wing, DPD, National Statistical Office, Kolkata had so far organised Nine National Seminars on Industrial Statistics with impressive attendances and significant contribution in the given area. Seminars of this kind provide a platform to experts and users of official statistics on Indian industries from government organisations, academic institutions and business houses & associations for sharing experiences and exchanging ideas.

2. Tenth National Seminar on Industrial Statistics is scheduled to be held on 20th December, 2019, Friday at Kolkata. In this context, seminar papers, based on industrial statistics/economic analysis on industry are invited from government organisations, academic institutions, researchers and business houses & associations.

3. The proposed paper should be original and unpublished. Any individual interested to contribute a paper is requested to submit a synopsis (about three pages) on MS-WORD format electronically at the following e-mail address. On selection, the contributor will be intimated separately about further details. For any query on the seminar or paper, the undersigned may be contacted (Ph. 033- 2262 4758, e-mail: cdn-csoisw@nic.in).

4. The NSS reports (including Annual Survey of Industries) along with unit level data may be downloaded from the website of the Ministry (http://mospi.nic.in/) as per the laid down procedure indicated in the website.

5. Exact venue will be announced later.

Submission e-mail address: cdn-csoisw@nic.in

Important deadlines:
Submission of synopsis – September 30, 2019
Full Paper submission – November 10, 2019

(Soumya Chakraborty)
Deputy Director General
Copy for wide circulation within respective offices/departments/organisations:

1. ADG(NAD)/ADG(ESD)/ADG(Training)/ADG(SSD)/ADG(CAP)/ ADG (FOD)/ADG (SDRD)/ADG (DPD)/ADG(SCD).
2. ADG, DSDD (including Computer Centre), New Delhi with the request to publish the above circular in the Ministry’s website.
3. Director, ISI, Kolkata, Delhi and Bangalore.
5. Academics/Research Institutions of repute for wider circulation within their institution among the researchers concerned.
6. Previous years paper presenters in the series of industrial statistics seminars.
7. All State Directorates of Economics and Statistics (DES).

(Soumya Chakraborty)
Deputy Director General